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ABSTRACT: Historically, both clinicians and cognitive scientists have used visual object naming
measures to study naming, and lesion-type studies have implicated the left posterior, temporo-parietal
region as a critical component of naming circuitry. However, recent results from behavioral and corti-
cal stimulation studies using auditory description naming as well as visual object naming in left tem-
poral lobe epilepsy patients suggest that discrete sites in anterior temporal cortex are critical for
description naming, whereas posterior temporal regions mediate both visual object naming and
description naming. To determine whether this task specificity reflects normal cerebral organization
and processing, 13 healthy adults performed description naming and visual naming during functional
neuroimaging. In addition to standard univariate analysis, multivariate, ordinal trend analysis exam-
ined the network character of the regions involved in task-specific naming. Univariate analysis indi-
cated posterior temporal activation for both visual naming and description naming, whereas
multivariate analysis revealed broader networks for both tasks, with both overlapping and task-
specific regions, as well as task-related differences in the way the tasks utilized common regions.
Additionally, multivariate analysis revealed unique, task-specific, regionally covarying activation pat-
terns that were strikingly consistent in all 13 subjects for visual naming and 12/13 subjects for descrip-
tion naming. Results suggest a common neural substrate, yet differentiable neural processes
underlying visual naming and description naming in neurologically intact individuals. These findings
support the use of both types of tasks for clinical assessment and may have application in the treat-
ment of neurologically based naming deficits. Hum Brain Mapp 00:000–000, 2013. VC 2013 Wiley

Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Naming is considered a left (dominant) hemisphere
function and results from both lesion studies and corti-
cal stimulation mapping suggest the mid-posterior tem-
poro-parietal region as critical for normal naming
function (Geschwind, 1965; Haglund et al., 1994; Joseph,
1996; Ojemann et al., 1989). This inference is based on
decades of clinical assessment and clinical research using
visual object naming, which represents the most widely
used technique for naming assessment. However, it is
important to consider that naming difficulty occurs not
only during attempts to name visually available objects
but also in the context of linguistically based, everyday
discourse. Accordingly, more recent use of auditory
description naming (“DN” e.g., “What a king wears on
his head”) has demonstrated a stronger association
between naming performance and subjective word find-
ing ability in everyday conversation (Hamberger and
Seidel, 2003), and DN appears to be more sensitive than
visual object naming (VN) to left temporal dysfunction
associated with dominant temporal lobe epilepsy (Bell
et al., 2003; Hamberger and Seidel, 2003). Additionally,
patients with anterior temporal abnormalities (i.e., lesion
or region of seizure onset) have demonstrated signifi-
cantly poorer DN than VN scores, whereas patients with
posterior temporal abnormalities have shown signifi-
cantly weaker VN than DN scores (Hamberger and
Seidel, 2009). In fact, these naming performance asym-
metries accurately classified temporal lobe lesion location
in individual patients.

In addition to these behavioral findings, electrical stim-
ulation mapping (ESM) studies in dominant left TLE
patients and patients with dominant left temporal lobe
lesions have shown neuroanatomical differences between
VN and DN (Hamberger et al., 2001; Malow et al., 1996).
ESM evokes dysfunction of restricted cortical areas
(beneath stimulating electrodes) via the application of
several seconds of stimulation to electrode pairs on the
cortical surface. Stimulation essentially produces a dis-
crete, reversible cortical lesion, and thus, testing during
stimulation provides information regarding the function
of the “deactivated” site (Hamberger, 2007). Accordingly,
ESM simulates the lesion method; however, the areas
affected are much smaller than naturally occurring
lesions and the investigator has control over site location,
within the limits of clinical circumstances. Although mul-
tiple sites are tested with stimulation, most patients typi-
cally exhibit only a few positive sites (Ojemann et al.,
1989). ESM studies have found that stimulation at identi-
fied positive sites in posterior temporal cortex disrupts
both DN and VN, whereas stimulation at identified

positive sites in the anterior temporal region tends to dis-
rupt DN, with no impairment to VN. Of note, some
patients exhibit posterior sites where stimulation impairs
VN but not DN, representing a double dissociation rather
than the more common single dissociation (Hamberger
et al., 2001). That stimulation can impair DN at sites
found across lateral temporal cortex does not appear to
reflect impaired comprehension of the description, as
comprehension is demonstrated to be intact during stim-
ulation at these sites (Hamberger et al., 2003a). Specifi-
cally, patients typically provide the item-name
immediately following cessation of stimulation, indicating
that the description was heard and understood. Also of
note, inability to provide target words during stimulation
does not reflect speech difficulty, as patients articulate
normally during stimulation at these sites, despite the
inability to name the target item.

Although the particulars remain controversial, research
involving patients with semantic dementia as well as
healthy adults suggests that the anterior temporal region
serves as a core substrate for the semantic system (Lam-
bon Ralph et al., 2010; Rogers et al., 2004). According to
these theories, the anterior temporal lobe is considered
an amodal semantic hub, with modality specificity refer-
ring to the representational format of the information
(e.g., visual versus auditory features of a musical instru-
ment) (Binder and Desai, 2011). In the current study,
modality refers only to the form of incoming informa-
tion, unrelated to the concept itself, and ESM findings
suggest that the type of processing that precedes naming
of a target word (i.e., pictured object versus verbal
description) influences the neural substrate needed to
mediate word retrieval from the semantic system.
Another neurocognitive perspective parses the language
system into a dorsal network that mediates phonology
based motor articulation, and a ventral network that
mediates access to conceptual information (Hickok and
Poeppel, 2004). Although ESM findings are scientifically
intriguing and clinically useful in neurosurgical patients,
ESM techniques allow only for analysis of discrete corti-
cal sites, one at a time, whereas the complexity of lan-
guage warrants analysis at a more macroscopic level,
investigating networks comprised of multiple brain
regions that contribute to a given language function.
Further, the ESM data described above are based on
patients with left temporal lobe abnormalities, which,
theoretically, may have altered normal brain organization
and processing. Although clinical populations such as
these provide unique information that cannot be
obtained with noninvasive techniques, it remains
unknown whether their results are relevant to healthy
individuals.
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We sought to determine whether, using fMRI (1) healthy
adults would show different activation patterns associated
with VN and DN, and if so, (2) whether task-related acti-
vation patterns would be similar to the task-related dis-
ruption patterns observed using ESM in left temporal
patients. To address the above questions, we utilized fMRI
in healthy adults to compare neural activation patterns
during VN and DN. In addition to standard univariate
(GLM) analyses to identify discrete areas of activation, we
performed multivariate, Ordinal Trend Analysis (detailed
below), as multivariate analyses tend to be more sensitive
to the network character of the neural substrates involved
in task performance.

Based on previous cortical stimulation and behavioral
results, we hypothesized that (1) healthy adults would
show task related differences in activation patterns for VN
and DN, and that (2) DN would elicit activation across
anterior and posterior temporal cortex, whereas VN activa-
tion would be limited to the posterior temporal region.
Such findings would suggest that behavioral and anatomic
differences observed in temporal lobe patients could be
generalized to healthy adults, which would carry clinical
implications for the assessment of naming in acquired
brain injury or disease involving the temporal region.

METHODS

Participants

Thirteen healthy adults (nine women) participated in
this study. All participants were native English speakers
and were educated in English. Subjects were screened
before testing to exclude those with a history of neurologi-
cal disorder, head injury with loss of consciousness, or
major psychiatric illness. Individuals with a history of spe-
cial education or diagnosed learning disability were
excluded. Twelve subjects were self-reported right-handed,
one was left-handed. All subjects reported normal hearing
and vision or corrected-to-normal vision. Demographic
data and test scores are shown in Table I. This study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board at Columbia
University Medical Center, and all subjects gave informed
written consent.

Stimuli

DN stimuli consisted of 63 aurally presented descrip-
tions of concrete items (e.g. “What a king wears on his
head”) that required less than 4.5 seconds for presentation.
Forty descriptions from Hamberger and Seidel (2003) met
this criterion, and therefore 23 additional descriptions
were developed and pilot tested with 10 healthy adults
(all descriptions elicited the same target word in all 10
subjects). DN control (DC) stimuli consisted of 63 senten-
ces (e.g., “The elevator was not working”) matched to DN
stimuli based on number of words per description.

Additionally, word frequency of the sentence subject was
matched to the DN target word. Sixty-one word frequen-
cies were obtained from Francis and Kucera (1982); two-
word frequency values (i.e., hourglass, spatula) were
obtained from the CELEX database (http://www.ru.nl/
celex/). The duration of DN stimuli ranged from 2.0 to 4.4
seconds. DN stimuli were presented aurally via head-
phones, during which subjects viewed a fixation cross.

VN stimuli were line-drawn objects (e.g. ruler, leaf).
Forty-six pictures selected from Hamberger and Seidel
(2003) had item names that matched DN target word fre-
quency; 17 additional pictures were selected from Snod-
grass and Vanderwordtt (1980). Visual control (VC)
stimuli were 63 “non-objects” selected from Magnie et al.
(2003). These stimuli were modified slightly to better
match the shading and black/white contrast features of
the VN stimuli. Visual stimuli were presented for two sec-
onds each, displayed on an LCD projection screen which
allowed subjects to view the stimuli from a mirror
attached to the head coil.

Selection of Control Tasks

Unlike ESM, in which it is clear from both the anatomi-
cal region and the behavioral response that the site of
stimulation is not involved in sensory processing, control
tasks were necessary in this fMRI study. Therefore, other
language and visual tasks were developed to factor out
perceptual processing before examining differences in acti-
vation elicited by DN and VN tasks.

Sentence listening served as the DN control task to
subtract auditory verbal processing, as this would render
the DN contrast more similar to the stimulation mapping
data. Specifically, this aims to distinguish between the
restricted region of electrical stimulation-identified DN
sites that reflect auditory verbal comprehension (primar-
ily, mid- to posterior superior temporal gyrus), and the
vast majority of DN sites at which stimulation leaves
comprehension intact yet disrupts naming (Hamberger
et al., 2003b). We would also note that this very specific,
targeted word retrieval task is quite different from more
commonly used word-generation tasks in which multiple
words could accurately complete the task. A theoretically
ideal VN control task would have utilized line-drawn
real objects, similar to those in the VN task, and
instructed subjects to perform a non-naming task. How-
ever, given the automaticity of object recognition, auto-
matic, mental naming could not be ruled out, and
therefore, nonnamable visual stimuli similar in visual
complexity to the VN line-drawn objects were employed,
similar to that used by others (Bookheimer et al., 1998).
Although the tasks cannot be perfectly equated, they ena-
ble subtraction of both primary sensory and some addi-
tional processing, with the goal of revealing activation
related to word retrieval associated with DN and VN
stimuli in the temporal lobe region. Due to inherent
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differences in description naming and visual naming, it
is not possible to fully equate the experimental-control
task pairings, and this should be kept in mind when con-
sidering the results. Nevertheless, the control tasks for
DN and VN were both post-perceptual baseline tasks,
which are important for comparisons of task-related acti-
vation (Price et al., 2005). Most relevant, the combination
of activation and control tasks render the fMRI task com-
parison as closely matched as possible to DN and VN
tasks used in stimulation mapping.

Procedure

For both DN and VN, subjects were instructed to cov-
ertly name the orally described target words and the pic-
tured objects as quickly as possible. Covert naming was
utilized to avoid excessive head movement and other sus-
ceptibility artifacts (van Turennout et al., 2003).

During the control conditions (i.e., DC and VC), subjects
were instructed to listen to the sentences or view the
abstract stimuli without attempting to name them. This
instruction was simple to follow, as neither the control
sentences nor the control visual stimuli elicit naming. The
control stimuli contrasted markedly with both the DN and
VN stimuli for which one is essentially unable to inhibit
the item-name coming to mind—either from a pictured or
described object. Further, even an attempt to name during
the control conditions would differ from the immediate
and automatic targeted word retrieval that has been
shown to occur in healthy adults upon presentation of
these DN and VN stimuli (Hamberger and Seidel, 2003).
Moreover, normative data for these two naming tasks, as
well as subject performance on these two tasks outside the

scanner (Table I) show ceiling level performances. Subjects
were instructed to attend closely to all stimuli and were
permitted a short break between each run. Subjects were
debriefed immediately following the experiment and
asked if they attended to stimuli and followed instructions
throughout the scanning session. All participants reported
good attention compliance.

Stimuli were presented using PresentationVR software
(Neurobehavioral Systems, http://nbs.neuro-bs.com) in a
15-epoch (21–28 seconds per epoch) block design para-
digm. During each of three, 6-minute functional scanning
runs, subjects were presented with a 10-second baseline fix-
ation cross and four conditions: DN, DC, VN, and VC. The
four conditions and fixation cross were presented three
times each per run. Blocks were counterbalanced and selec-
tively randomized to ensure that the same condition would
not be presented consecutively. Each language block con-
tained seven stimuli with a one-second interstimulus inter-
val. Each functional run began with a 13-second fixation
cross and ended with a 16-second fixation cross.

Before entering the scanner, subjects completed a prac-
tice session with items that were not used in the experi-
ment. Following the scanning session, 10/13 subjects were
administered three brief measures: North American Adult
Reading Test to obtain an estimate of general intelligence,
Description naming and Visual naming Tests to obtain an
objective measure of naming ability, and Symptom Check-
list 90-Revised (SCL90-R) to obtain an estimate of current
psychological functioning.

Image Acquisition

Subjects were scanned in a GE 1.5-T scanner located at
the fMRI Research Center at Columbia University Medical
Center, using a T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging
sequence. Images were acquired in parallel to the anterior-
posterior commissure line. The following functional scan
parameters were used: 28 contiguous axial slices (time rep-
etition [TR] 5 2000 ms, echo time [TE] 5 42 ms, flip angle
5 60�, field of view [FoV] 5 200 mm 3 200 mm, array
size 5 64 3 64) of 3.5 mm thickness. After functional
imaging, anatomical reference images were acquired with
a T1-weighted spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) sequence (TR
5 19 ms, TE 5 5 ms, flip angle 5 20�, FoV 5 256 mm,
matrix 5 256 3 256), recording 180 slices at a slice thick-
ness of 1 mm. Foam padding and surgical tape were used
to limit head motion within the scanner.

Image Preprocessing

SPM5 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/
spm5/) was used for all preprocessing and statistical anal-
yses. The first six functional images from each run were
discarded to ensure signal stability. The following steps
were carried out sequentially during pre-processing: slice
time correction, spatial realignment, normalization of

TABLE I. Demographic data and test results

Age (years) 26.2 (3.6)
Education (years) 16.9 (1.0)
Estimated IQa 111.1 (6.2)
ANT RT (sec) .63 (.10)
ANT Number Correct 49.7 (.48)
ANT TOT .90 (.73)
VNT RT (sec) .93 (.12)
VNT Number Correct 49.9 (.32)
VNT TOT .90 (.87)
GSI 44.7 (14.48)

Mean (SD); Abbreviations: Estimated IQ, North American Adult
Reading Test estimated Full Scale IQ; ANT, Auditory Naming
Test; VNT, Visual Naming Test; Number Correct, Number of cor-
rect responses within 20 seconds (range 0–50); RT, response time;
TOT, Tip-of-the-tongue responses: number of correct responses
following phonemic cue, plus number of correct responses pro-
vided � 2 seconds post stimulus presentation; GSI, Global Sever-
ity Index from Symptom Checklist 90-Revised (T score, mean 5

50, >65 5 clinical cut-off).
aAvailable for 10 subjects.
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functional images onto the Montreal Neurologic Institute
(MNI) template, and spatial smoothing (Gaussian kernel,
FWHM 5 8 mm). A 128-second high-pass filter was used
to remove low frequency confounds. Global effects
remained and an autoregression model (AR-1) was used
for temporal correction.

Image Analysis: Mass-Univariate GLM

Each epoch was convolved with the canonical hemody-
namic response function (HRF) and regression coefficients
for each condition (i.e. DN, DC, VN, and VC) were esti-
mated in a General Linear Model (GLM). These beta maps
were then used in the ordinal trends analysis (detailed
below). SPM maps for each condition were visually exam-
ined in each subject for expected visual and auditory acti-
vations. Three subjects displayed minimal activation.
However, models for these subjects were re-estimated after
including additional global signal and spike regressors
using the scn_session_spike_id.m diagnostic tool (http://
wagerlab.colorado.edu/). Following re-estimation these
individual maps displayed the expected auditory and vis-
ual activations. For all subjects, contrasts of interest were
generated (i.e., DN>DC and VN> VC) and were then sub-
mitted to a random effects analysis (one sample t-test).
Whole brain maps were thresholded at P < 0.001, uncor-
rected, with a cluster extent threshold of 64. An ROI analy-
sis (Marsbar) (Brett et al., 2002) of these same contrasts
employed a mask of the left temporal lobe defined by the
WFU Pickatlas (Maldjian et al. 2003). These maps were
thresholded at P < 0.01 uncorrected, with cluster extent
threshold of 118. These cluster thresholds were determined
by 2000 Monte Carlo simulations of whole brain and ROI
fMRI data with respective data parameters of the present
study using the AlphaSim program as implemented in
AFNI (version 2009) (Cox, 1996), and were used to control
the overall probability of type 1 error at P < 0.05.

Image analysis: Ordinal Trend Analysis

Ordinal trend canonical variates analysis (OrT CVA)
(Habeck et al., 2004, 2005) is a spatial covariance analysis
technique that applies principal components analysis (PCA)
to the data matrix that is transformed to increase the sali-
ency of ordinal trend effects (McIntosh et al., 1996; Worsley
et al., 1997). The design matrix of OrT CVA is optimized to
increase the variance contribution (and subsequent detec-
tion in the PCA) of effects that show consistency in their
behavior across conditions and subjects (Habeck et al., 2004,
2005). A subsequent linear regression is employed to iden-
tify a covariance pattern in the fMR signal with increasing
mean subject expression from control to naming condition
from a linear combination involving a small set of principal
components. The property of a consistent monotonic
within-subject change of pattern expression from the control
to the experimental condition (beyond mere mean change)

is the “ordinal trend.” Individual subject’s expression of this
activation pattern is quantified with a network score, i.e., a
scalar value that quantifies the extent to which a participant
manifests the covariance pattern. The network score is
obtained by the operation of an inner product (i.e., covari-
ance across brain regions) between the covariance pattern in
question and a subject’s task scan. The activation attribut-
able to the covariance pattern can then be written as:

Activation 5 network score 3 covariance pattern (1)

Once a network score has been computed for any pattern,
it can be used for subsequent analysis, for instance, corre-
lation with subject variables such as behavioral perform-
ance or demographics.

We performed ordinal trend analysis in tandem with
voxel-wise univariate analysis to exploit the complementary
nature of the two techniques: while mass-univariate analysis
is well suited to identify strong focal effects in the data, ordi-
nal trend analysis is geared toward the converse scenario of
widely distributed effects in the activation data. If, addition-
ally, these distributed changes within subject but between task
conditions are small compared to the variability within task
condition across subjects, ordinal trend analysis has a better
chance of identifying these small, but statistically robust and
task-related, neural changes than mass-univariate analysis.
An illustration for didactic purposes is provided in the sup-
plementary file (Supporting Information).

Permutation Test

To ascertain whether an activation pattern exhibits a stat-
istically significant ordinal trend, a permutation test is con-
ducted. To generate null data, the task data are re-sampled
and the condition assignment (naming vs. control) is
randomized, while leaving the subject assignment intact.
The analysis procedure described before is then run on the
re-sampled data, and a covariance pattern is derived for
every iteration of the permutation test. The ordinal-trend
statistic (Habeck et al., 2005), which corresponds to the
number of subjects who fail to show a consistent increase
from VC to VN condition, is computed for the covariance
pattern. Executing these steps for 1,000 iterations generates
a null-hypothesis histogram for the ordinal-trend statistic.
The p-level is computed as the fraction of the iterations that
produced a statistic (i.e., the number of subjects violating
the rule of change) smaller than or equal to our point esti-
mate value. A P-level of 0.05 thus implies that at most 5% of
data sets with random task-condition assignment give rise
to activation patterns whose expression increases for a
greater number of participants than for our point estimate.

Bootstrap Resampling to Assess Stability of

Voxel Loadings

To render an inferential judgment about the stability of
the voxel loadings in the covariance pattern and establish
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a thresholded map for visualization purposes similar to a
univariate SPM {T} map, we conducted a nonparametric
bootstrap test. Contrary to the permutation test outlined
above, the condition assignment is left intact and the data
are re-sampled with replacement, i.e. some subjects are left
out of the sample, while others are included more than
once, but naming and control are not swapped to create
null-hypothesis conditions. This procedure approximates
the natural variation incurred when sampling from the
underlying distribution. The complete pattern derivation is
applied to the re-sampled data. For a given voxel, a Z-
value is computed as the point estimate value of the voxel
loading divided by the variability (STD) of the bootstrap
samples around this point estimate value as:

Z 5 point estimate=STD (2)

We thresholded the resulting Z-map at jZj > 3.09, i.e.,
imposing a one-tailed P-level of P < 0.001. The topo-
graphic composition of the Z-map is shown in Figure 2.

Topographic Overlap Analysis

The degree of overlap of thresholded statistical maps
(i.e., visual and auditory description naming maps
obtained with GLM) was assessed using the cluster_over-
lap_npm.m script available from the laboratory of Tor
Wager, Ph.D. (http://wagerlab.colorado.edu). Description
naming and visual naming T/Z-maps (i.e., DN > DC and
VN > VC) were thresholded at P < 0.001 uncorrected
(one-tailed) and binarized. The number of overlapping
voxels between the two maps was then calculated, and the
probability of this amount of overlap occurring by chance
was calculated by comparing its observed value to a null
distribution, which was derived by randomizing the loca-
tions of the centers of the clusters of each map 2,000 times.

Statistical Analyses

Two-way, repeated measures ANOVAs (Task [descrip-
tion vs. visual] by Condition [naming vs. control]) were
used to determine whether any regions exhibited task-
dependent effects of naming. Pearson correlations were
used to determine whether the level of activation in one
task predicted the level of activation in the other. Pearson
correlations that did not rely on parametric statistics, but
used permutation tests, were employed to assess the rela-
tion between covariance patterns associated with visual
and description naming.

RESULTS

Whole-Brain GLM Analyses

Visual naming (i.e., the visual naming contrast VN>VC)
was associated with activation in bilateral pre- and

postcentral gyri, bilateral inferior frontal gyri, left insula,
bilateral posterior and inferior temporal cortex, middle
occipital cortex, parahippocampul gyri and cerebellum,
and left claustrum (VN>VC, P < 0.05 corrected, see meth-
ods; Fig. 1, yellow). Description naming (i.e., description
naming contrast (DN > DC)) was associated with activa-
tion in left posterior inferior temporal cortex and inferior
frontal cortex (DN > DC, P < 0.05 corrected, see methods;
Fig. 1, red). Thus, both DN and VN had clusters of activa-
tion in the left posterior temporal region.

Results of two-way ANOVA (task by condition)
revealed a significant interaction between task and condi-
tion. Specifically, significant activation was associated with
visual but not description naming, in left temporal-
occipital cortex, right putamen, left middle temporal
gyrus, left and right postcentral gyrus, and left middle cin-
gulate gyrus. There were no significant negative interac-
tion effects.

Topographical Overlap and Task-Related Activa-

tion for Visual and Description Naming

The topographical overlap in the above thresholded
GLM statistical maps for description and visual naming
was formally quantified (see Methods). Significant overlap
was found in the left posterior temporal region and in the
left precentral gyrus (56 overlapping voxels, P 5 0.0005,
see Methods). To further explore this spatial overlap, we
investigated the relation in activity levels associated with
description and visual naming (contrast values DN > DC
and VN > VC) in these overlapping areas. Results showed
no correlation across subjects in the overlapping posterior
temporal region (Fig. 1, Z 5 16, first slice, circled) (r 5

20.20, P 5 0.51) or in the precentral gyrus (Fig. 1, Z 5 48,
first slice, r 5 20.16, P 5 0.60). Thus, level of activation in
description naming did not predict level of activation in
visual naming, or vice versa, suggesting independent nam-
ing processes despite shared topography.

Temporal Lobe ROI Analyses

Within the left temporal lobe, visual naming showed
significant activation in both anterior and posterior sec-
tions of the superior, middle, and inferior temporal gyri
(VN>VC, P < 0.05, corrected). Description naming
showed significant activation in the middle and inferior
gyri of the left temporal lobe but only in the posterior sec-
tion (DN>DC, P < 0.05, corrected).

Within the right temporal lobe, visual naming was associ-
ated with activation in the superior and middle temporal
gyri and the fusiform gyrus (P < 0.05, corrected). On the
other hand, no significant activation was found for descrip-
tion naming in the right temporal lobe (P < 0.05, corrected).

Results of GLM analyses suggested that description nam-
ing and visual naming are supported by overlapping corti-
cal areas, but that overlapping regions are not used to a
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similar extent across modalities. One limitation of univariate
analyses, however, is the identification of focal areas of acti-
vation without regard to how these areas interact with one
another, whereas naming more likely involves an interac-
tion of brain regions. Therefore, we subjected the data to
ordinal trend analyses in an attempt to characterize the neu-
ral networks that mediate description and visual naming.

Ordinal Trend Analysis

Description naming

A pattern with a significant ordinal trend (P < 0.001)
was identified, with 12 of 13 subjects showing increased
expression of this pattern from the DC to DN condition

Figure 1.

GLM results for visual and description naming. There was visual

naming activation (yellow, VN>VC) in the bilateral parahippo-

campal gyrus and fusiform gyrus (row 1, fourth panel), temporo-

occipital cortex (row 2, bottom clusters), and bilateral pre/post-

central and inferior frontal gyrus (row 3 and 4). There was

description naming activation (red, DN>DC) in left temporo-

occipital cortex (row 2, left two panels), left inferior frontal

gyrus (row 3, third panel), and left precentral gyrus (row 4, first

panel). Regions of overlap for description and visual naming are

indicated with circles (temporo-occipital cortex, second row,

and pre/post central gyrus, fourth row).
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(Fig. 2A top and 2B left). The single subject who did not
show this pattern was left handed. For the sake of com-
pleteness, Table II lists the regions that increased (Table
IIA) and decreased (Table IIB) in activation from the DC
to DN condition. Areas with significant loadings in the
pattern that showed increased activation from the DC to
DN condition were found in left inferior frontal cortex as
well as left mid-temporal and fusiform regions, while
areas showing decreased activation as a function of nam-
ing were found in left and right parietal and right occipital
cortex.

Visual naming

Ordinal trend covariance analysis was similarly per-
formed for the VN task and a covariance pattern was iden-
tified for which all 13 subjects showed increased
expression of this same activation pattern from the VC to

the VN condition (P < 0.001, Fig. 2A bottom and 2B right).
The bootstrap Z-map for the visual pattern achieved lower
absolute values than the one for the auditory pattern:
instead of the customary threshold of jZj > 3.09, P <
0.001, it was necessary to lower the value to jZj > 2.33, P
< 0.01. However, despite the low robustness achieved for
the visual task in the bootstrap maps, we emphasize that
the analyses overall remained highly significant, i.e., acti-
vation patterns showed strong task-related behavior on a
subject-by-subject basis. The bootstrap result only indicates
that the pattern cannot be localized to a few key areas.

For the sake of completeness, Table III lists the regions
that increased (Table IIIA) and decreased (Table IIIB) in
activation from the VC to VN condition. Areas with signif-
icant loadings in the pattern that showed increased activa-
tion from the VC to VN condition included the left
parietal region, middle temporal gyrus and parahippocam-
pal gyrus and right precentral gyrus and middle and

Figure 2.

Description and visual naming pattern expression based on ordi-

nal trend analyses. (A) Group data: Bootstrap Z-map for the

covariance pattern found for description (top row) and visual

naming (bottom row). (B) Network expression scores of the

derived activation pattern for individual subjects: Left: Descrip-

tion naming pattern, 12 of 13 participants increased the

network pattern expression from the control condition (DC) to

the naming condition (DN) (P < 0.001). Right: Visual naming

pattern; every subject increased the network pattern expression

from control condition (VC) to naming condition (VN), P <
0.001.
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TABLE II. Topography of description naming pattern: Positive (A) and negative (B) loadings with Talairach coordi-

nates in descending order of Z value

X Y Z Laterality Lobe Structure Z

(A) Positive loadings
236 23 21 Left Frontal Inferior Frontal Gyrus 4.7031
255 10 14 Left Frontal Inferior Frontal Gyrus 4.532
250 26 41 Left Frontal Precentral Gyrus 3.8925
255 251 213 Left Temporal Fusiform Gyrus 3.7091
246 6 37 Left Frontal Middle Frontal Gyrus 3.7089
259 258 5 Left Temporal Middle Temporal Gyrus 3.6403
(B) Negative loadings

50 258 38 Right Parietal Inferior Parietal Lobule 24.4242
10 257 27 Right Occipital Precuneus 24.3938

210 263 23 Left Parietal Precuneus 24.0678
24 246 56 Left Parietal Precuneus 23.8925

8 53 3 Right Frontal Medial Frontal Gyrus 23.5767

(A) Positive weights (increasing activation from DC to DN condition), Z > 23.09 (P < 0.001), cluster size >10 voxels.
(B) Negative weights (decreasing activation from DC to DN condition), Z < 23.09 (P < 0.001), cluster size >10 voxels.

TABLE III. Topography of visual naming pattern: Positive (A) and negative (B) loadings with Talairach coordinates

in descending order of Z value

X Y Z Laterality Lobe Structure Z

(A) Positive loadings
259 29 15 Left Parietal Postcentral Gyrus 3.1904

30 263 220 Right Cerebellum Posterior Declive 3.1681
232 238 218 Left Temporal Fusiform Gyrus 3.1597
253 259 29 Left Temporal Middle Temporal Gyrus 3.1546
251 213 47 Left Parietal Postcentral Gyrus 3.0936
234 218 22 Left Sub-lobar Lentiform Nucleus 3.0626

55 0 42 Right Frontal Precentral Gyrus 2.9657
234 23 220 Left Limbic Parahippocampal Gyrus 2.8669

30 214 23 Right Sub-lobar Lentiform Nucleus 2.8598
224 8 22 Left Sub-lobar Lentiform Nucleus 2.8552

38 26 235 Right Temporal Inferior Temporal Gyrus 2.6890
55 262 0 Right Temporal Middle Temporal Gyrus 2.6376
24 27 220 Right Limbic Uncus 2.5851

26 244 218 Left Cerebellum Anterior Culmen 2.5731
(B) Negative loadings

10 64 6 Right Frontal Medial Frontal Gyrus 23.2146
65 230 29 Right Temporal Middle Temporal Gyrus 23.1261
48 248 48 Right Parietal Inferior Parietal Lobule 23.0536
40 17 38 Right Frontal Precentral Gyrus 22.9738
20 268 38 Right Parietal Precuneus 22.9728
20 54 30 Right Frontal Superior Frontal Gyrus 22.9621
18 26 50 Right Frontal Superior Frontal Gyrus 22.8894
4 34 28 Right Limbic Cingulate Gyrus 22.8473

30 23 23 Right Frontal Inferior Frontal Gyrus 22.7475
55 231 35 Right Parietal Inferior Parietal Lobule 22.7457
34 55 10 Right Frontal Middle Frontal Gyrus 22.6281

222 6 49 Left Frontal Medial Frontal Gyrus 22.6201
224 39 33 Left Frontal Superior Frontal Gyrus 22.5452

8 232 51 Right Frontal Paracentral Lobule 22.5231

(A) Positive weights (increasing in activation from VC to VN), Z > 2.33 (P < 0.01), cluster size >10 voxels.
(B) Negative weights (decreasing activation from VC to VN), Z < 22.33 (P < 0.01), cluster size >10 voxels.
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inferior temporal gyri, whereas reductions in activation
involved a different portion of the right middle temporal
gyrus, as well as right parietal regions and portions of
right frontal cortex.

Relation Between Visual and Description Naming

Covariance Patterns

We conducted an additional analysis to investigate
whether the covariance pattern obtained from VN and DN
tasks might share some characteristics in subject pattern
expression (i.e., degree of conformity between the subject’s
scan and the covariance pattern). We correlated the
increase in pattern expression from control to naming for
both tasks across subjects. This yielded a nonsignificant
correlation (R 5 0.32, P 5 0.28), suggesting that the man-
ner in which both covariance patterns are deployed during
task performance bears little relationship between tasks.

We found no topographic overlap in the areas that sur-
passed the significance thresholds of the bootstrap Z-
maps. However, this result is not definitive, as focusing on
the super-threshold areas in the bootstrap map neglects
the fact that multivariate patterns consist of brain-wide
voxel assignments of loadings, and that topographic simi-
larity ideally, must be assessed for the patterns as a whole.
Correlating the voxel loadings between the two patterns,
we obtained a correlation coefficient of R 5 0.30. Assign-
ment of a parametric P-level for this regression problem is
difficult because the actual number of degrees of freedom
is not known: due to the smoothing pre-process and
resulting spatial correlation between voxels, the true num-
ber of degrees of freedom is less than the number of vox-
els in the image (�100,000) and more in the range of 100–
200 regional resolution elements. This would make the
topographic correlation of R 5 0.30 still highly significant,
hinting at substantial similarity of the topographic compo-
sition of the task-related covariance patterns.

A further test of plausibility confirms this: sampling 100
voxels randomly and computing the correlation between
pattern loadings at these voxels yields significant correla-
tions at P < 0.05 in 87% of 10,000 iterations. We are thus
confident to claim that the description naming and visual
naming activation patterns have topographical overlap.

The relation between the substrates of both description
naming and visual naming are summarized: both descrip-
tion naming and visual naming involve neural substrates
that overlap topographically, although the utilization of
these substrates in their respective tasks is different. Con-
cretely this means, subjects who show a large increase in
description naming-pattern utilization in the DN task do
not necessarily show a large increase in visual naming pat-
tern utilization in the VN task, and vice versa.

DISCUSSION

Results from previous cortical stimulation studies in
patients with left temporal lobe abnormalities suggest that

naming based on verbal descriptions and pictured objects
can be differentially disrupted, depending on the region
stimulated. Specifically, description naming is compro-
mised by stimulation at individual sites across anterior
and posterior lateral temporal cortex, whereas visual nam-
ing is disrupted by stimulation primarily in the posterior
temporal region. We hypothesized that description naming
and visual naming are mediated by partially dissociable
neural substrates in healthy adults as well, and that these
task-related differences, observed using “disruption” tech-
niques (i.e., lesions, electrical stimulation) in temporal lobe
(TL) patients, would also be observed using fMRI, an acti-
vation method, in healthy individuals. Additionally, we
sought to exploit fMRI methodology and analysis to
explore the network structure underlying these naming
processes, as ESM allows only for examination of discrete
cortical sites.

Relation Between VN and DN

The current univariate results demonstrated topograph-
ical overlap between tasks in the left posterior temporal
region, as observed with ESM, yet did not replicate ESM
findings of a region unique to DN. Specifically, DN was
associated with activation in the left posterior, middle, and
inferior temporal gyri, whereas VN activation was found
in both anterior and posterior sections of the left superior,
middle, and inferior temporal gyri, as well as right supe-
rior and middle temporal gyri and the fusiform gyrus. On
the other hand, OrT analyses revealed different covariance
patterns associated with DN and VN, characterized by
overlapping areas, yet also by task-specific regions of acti-
vation for each task. Specifically, regions that showed
increased expression with DN (i.e., DC to DN) included
the left middle temporal gyrus, fusiform gyrus, precentral
gyrus, and middle and inferior frontal gyri. VN (i.e., VC to
VN) was similarly associated with increased expression in
the left middle temporal and fusiform gyri, but not in
frontal regions, yet uniquely in the left inferior temporal
gyrus, post central gyrus, and parahippocampal gyrus, as
well as the right postcentral, middle temporal, and inferior
temporal gyri.

Regions of Overlap

Further analysis of regions common to covariance pat-
terns for both DN and VN provided novel, dynamic infor-
mation that could not be obtained from the discrete
topographical data afforded by cortical stimulation. Within
the region of overlap, there was no correlation between
activation levels associated with DN and VN. That is, the
level of activation in one task had little bearing on the
level of activation in the other, suggesting that despite uti-
lization of the same brain region, the manner in which the
DN and VN tasks utilized this region differed between
tasks. Further, multivariate analyses, which explore whole
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patterns of activation rather than individual regions,
revealed unique covariance patterns for DN and VN that
were strikingly consistent across subjects, with all 13 sub-
jects showing increased expression from VC to VN, and
12/13 subjects (i.e., all right-handed subjects) showing
increased expression from DC to DN.

In contemplating the covariance patterns of DN and
VN, it is worth considering recent neurocognitive models
of language processing. Similar to the dual stream model
of visual processing (Goodale and Milner, 1992), findings
from lesion, neuroimaging and electrophysiological inves-
tigations suggest that the language system is organized via
independent dorsal and ventral processing streams as well
(Hickok and Poeppel, 2004; Saur et al., 2008). Within this
organization, speech perception begins in the auditory
fields of the superior temporal gyrus and then diverges
into (1) a ventral stream, which serves as an interface
between sound-based representations of speech in the
superior temporal region and widely distributed concep-
tual representations, encompassing primarily, the superior
temporal sulcus, and middle and inferior posterior tempo-
ral cortex (Damasio, 1989), and (2) a dorsal stream, which
maps sound onto articulatory based motor representations,
comprised of the parietal–temporal boundary, and projects
to frontal regions.

As put forth by Hickock and Poeppel (2004), the extent
of dorsal or ventral stream involvement in a given lan-
guage task depends on the extent to which that task
involves mapping between auditory and motor systems
(dorsal) or between auditory and conceptual systems (ven-
tral). Both description naming and visual naming require
access to conceptual representations; thus, it is not surpris-
ing that both tasks activated middle and inferior temporal
cortex. On the other hand, although neither task required
a speech response, DN (but not VN) engaged frontal
regions of the dorsal network. One might postulate that
this reflects articulatory motor activation due to covert
articulation of the target words (Schwartz et al., 2012);
however, it is unclear why this would occur for descrip-
tion naming and not visual naming, especially when, as
described, the DN and DC tasks are more closely matched
than the VN and VC tasks. Further, it is unlikely that fron-
tal activation reflects covert articulation of the descriptions
given that the DC control task involves listening to normal
speech, similar to that of the verbal descriptions. Given
that the primary difference between DN and DC is the
honing in and retrieval of the single target word, this
result might raise the interesting possibility that these
frontal regions play an important role in these processes
for description naming, but not visual naming. Specifically,
inferior frontal activity has been associated with competi-
tion in word selection during semantic tasks (Moss et al.,
2005). Although the descriptions are highly constrained,
reflected in high name agreement and accuracy (Ham-
berger and Seidel, 2003), they nonetheless, proffer less con-
straint than the pictured objects. For example, presented
with, “what a king wears on his head,” the subject must

select among plausible responses such as “hat” and
“crown,” whereas a picture of a crown would likely elicit
less competition. Thus, the frontal activation associated
with DN might reflect a higher level of response competi-
tion and resolution relative to that elicited by VN.

Another notable task difference in covariance patterns
was the presence of right hemisphere activation for VN.
This is consistent with other studies that have compared
activation elicited by pictures versus verbal stimuli (Lam-
bon Ralph et al., 2010). Visual naming was associated with
bilateral activation whereas the covariance pattern for
description naming was restricted to the left hemisphere.
Bi-hemispheric activity for visual naming might reflect, in
part, its demands on both language and visuoperceptual
processing, whereas the component processes of descrip-
tion naming might be more language specific, and there-
fore, more focused within the left, dominant hemisphere.
These interhemispheric differences might also explain why
description naming appears to be more sensitive than vis-
ual naming to left temporal damage (Bell et al., 2003;
Hamberger and Seidel, 2003). That is, left TLE patients
perform disproportionately worse on auditory description
naming than visual naming, possibly because description
naming is more dependent on left hemisphere processing,
whereas visual naming receives contribution from both the
left and right hemispheres. The established decline in vis-
ual naming following left temporal surgery (Bell and
Davies, 1998; Hamberger and Drake, 2006) would appear
to counter this explanation, although, perhaps, bilateral
integrity of these regions is necessary for adequate visual
naming. Finally, another possibility to consider might be
that the greater difference between VC and VN relative to
that of DC and DN resulted, at least in part, in more
extensive activation associated with visual naming.
Whereas the DC–DN pairing factored out a considerable
amount of semantic processing, the difference between the
cognitive processes required for visual perception of non-
objects (VC) and covert naming of meaningful objects
(VN) would not factor out semantic processing to the
same extent. Therefore, relative to DN-DC, the VC-VN
pairing likely yielded broader activation due to inclusion
of areas involved in semantic processing.

Taken together, the results suggest that in healthy
adults, visual naming and description naming are medi-
ated by different cortical networks, with some unique and
some common brain regions, and that within the regions
common to both, the processes involved in these two tasks
are different. This is consistent with both ESM and behav-
ioral findings in temporal lobe patients demonstrating that
DN and VN can be differentially affected. Moreover, these
results support the clinical practice of using both DN and
VN measures for a thorough assessment of naming (i.e., in
populations without primarily visual or auditory impair-
ment), as limiting the assessment to one task risks failure
to detect a genuine naming deficit that might be revealed
by the other. For instance, inconsistencies in DN and VN
have been useful in temporal lobe epilepsy patients (Bell
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et al., 2003; Hamberger and Seidel, 2003) and preliminary
work suggests potential utility in differentiating among
dementia subtypes (Miller et al., 2010). We speculate that
these findings might also carry implications for treatment
of naming deficits, such that in the presence of a function-
specific deficit, the unaffected, or less affected function
might be utilized or trained to compensate for the naming
process that is compromised. For example, an individual
with subjective word finding difficulty in everyday dis-
course and poor description naming yet stronger visual
naming performance might utilize visual imagery to assist
word retrieval.

fMRI Versus Cortical Mapping

Both univariate and ordinal trend results for visual nam-
ing were generally complementary and compatible with
regions implicated by cortical mapping and natural lesion
studies, at least with respect to left hemisphere findings.
Specifically, visual naming deficits have been documented
with insult to most aspects of the left temporal region. The
left ITG is classically associated with object naming and a
component of the basal temporal language areas identified
by cortical stimulation, and the left MTG, traditionally con-
sidered visual association cortex (Mesalum, 1985) together
with the ITG, is considered a primary component of the
ventral language processing stream. The current results for
visual naming were more widespread than the region
implicated by cortical stimulation, with activation found in
left hemisphere regions including the left anterior temporal
cortex, as well as right hemisphere regions. Similarly, rela-
tive to cortical stimulation results, the covariance pattern
elucidated by ordinal trend analysis for description naming
revealed a broader, more anterior topography across left
frontal and mid-posterior temporal cortex. Although this
might be related to differences in experimental-control task
pairings, it is not uncommon for fMRI to implicate broader
regions than cortical stimulation. In fact, differences in
topographic findings between cortical stimulation and fMRI
are commonly attributed to inherent differences between
“disruptive” and “activation” techniques. It is generally
held that disruptive methods (e.g., cortical stimulation,
lesions) identify brain regions that are essential to a given
function, whereas activation techniques (e.g., fMRI, EEG)
reveal areas that participate but are not necessarily critical
(Binder, 2009; Bookheimer, 2007). This is compatible with
visual naming results as fMRI results included regions
implicated by ESM within a broader network of activation.
Although both ESM and fMRI implicated posterior tempo-
ral involvement in description naming, unlike ESM, fMRI
did not implicate the anterior temporal region, yet revealed
activation in left frontal cortex. Whether frontal involve-
ment is “critical” for description naming is unclear, as DN
is rarely tested in frontal cortex during ESM; future ESM
work can address this question.

The absence of anterior temporal activation for DN in
the current study might appear at odds with our

hypothesis, potentially implying that the anterior temporal
region does not mediate description naming. However,
lesion-type studies suggest otherwise, at least in select
neurological populations (Hamberger et al., 2001; Ham-
berger and Seidel, 2009). One possibility is that this
absence, together with the presence of anterior temporal
activation for VN, could be related to the different task-
control pairings between the two tasks. Nevertheless, it
should be kept in mind that functional imaging studies
provide correlational evidence of function. Certainly, con-
fluence of both lesion-associated impairment and activation
in a functional imaging study would strongly argue for
the functional involvement of a brain region; however, it
is worth noting that lesion-associated impairment does not
necessarily imply activation of that region in an imaging
paradigm, and vice versa.

In addition to the methodological differences between
ESM and fMRI studies, another obvious difference is the
populations under investigation. Irritative effects of seiz-
ures and interictal discharges might alter the “normal” dis-
tribution of cortical sites that underlie language processes.
However, ESM studies in patients both with space-
occupying lesions and structurally normal MRI have
shown relatively similar topographical patterns of DN and
VN sites. Although the population difference is an impor-
tant variable, it might not represent a significant factor in
this regard.

Comparison with Previous Work

We are aware of only one other fMRI study that com-
pared activation patterns associated with auditory descrip-
tion naming versus visual object naming in healthy adults.
This study (Tomaszewski-Farias et al., 2005) which
reported more widespread temporal lobe activation for
description naming relative to visual naming, and relative
to our observed description naming region, differed from
the current study in two important respects. First, in the
earlier study, only two of the 20 participants completed
both description naming and visual naming, while nine
participants completed only description naming
(“responsive naming”) and nine completed only visual
naming (“confrontation naming”). In contrast, all 13 partic-
ipants in the current study completed both tasks, raising
the possibility that the different results might be related to
the within-subject versus across-subject design. The sec-
ond, and arguably, more critical difference concerns differ-
ences in control tasks. In the earlier study, the VN control
task required subjects to view sets of vertical, horizontal,
diagonal, and crossing lines, which is fairly similar to our
visual naming contrast task, though not as closely matched
to VN stimuli for visual contrast and shading. More rele-
vant, the description naming control task in the earlier
study required participants to listen to backward speech,
thereby controlling only for low-level auditory perception.
As a result, brain regions supporting auditory verbal
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comprehension, in addition to targeted word retrieval,
were included in the “activation area” reported for
description naming. In contrast, by utilizing sentence-
listening in the current study, we aimed to factor out audi-
tory verbal comprehension, with the goal of honing in spe-
cifically on auditory based, targeted word retrieval. Given
this fundamental difference in DN contrast conditions
between the two studies, it is not surprising that the ear-
lier study found more widespread “activation” associated
with description naming relative to our more circum-
scribed description naming region, or that their
“responsive naming” region was broader than that
revealed by their VN contrasts. In light of our intention to
exclude auditory comprehension, our more discrete area
of description naming would appear a more precise repre-
sentation of the region involved specifically in description-
based naming.

Although most in vivo studies of normal processing are
limited to functional neuroimaging methods, some investi-
gators have studied naming in healthy controls during
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) of the
anterior temporal region (Pobric et al., 2007). Effects are
subtle (i.e., mildly reduced response times) relative to the
dramatic effects of ESM; yet both temporal pole and mid-
dle temporal rTMS have been shown to compromise visual
object naming in neurologically intact participants. Per-
haps rTMS might be used to explore potentially differen-
tial disruptions to description naming and visual naming
in healthy adults.

Limitations

As described, a limitation of this study was the inability
to fully equate the experimental-control task pairings due
to the inherent differences between description naming
and visual naming. This may have resulted in more wide-
spread activation associated with visual naming and
should be considered with respect to the activation pat-
terns associated with each task. Another potential limita-
tion was the use of covert responses during scanning;
thus, it was not possible to fully ensure that participants
performed the task correctly. Nevertheless, as described,
participants reported good attention to tasks immediately
post scan, and as shown in Table I, participants were near
ceiling performance for accuracy, with rapid responses on
both DN and VN tasks. Further, as stated above, it is
actually difficult not to perform the naming tasks; that is,
when presented with a picture or a description of a mean-
ingful object, it is virtually automatic for the object name
to come to mind. Additionally, mean estimated IQ for our
subject sample was in the high average range. There is
some indication from cortical mapping in epilepsy patients
that cortical regions mediating language might differ
between individuals with high versus low IQ scores
(Devinsky et al., 2000). Thus, this might limit the general-
izability of our results. Finally, our GE-EPI sequence was

susceptible to signal drop-out in the anterior temporal
lobes and orbital frontal cortex. Although stringent false
positive controls were adopted, false negatives in these
candidate areas are a possible weakness of our study and
should be addressed in future studies with non-EPI acqui-
sition sequences.

Closing Comments

Historically, both clinical assessment and research inves-
tigations of naming have been limited to visual object
naming. However, more recent work involving ESM,
lesion, and behavioral studies in temporal lobe patients
using both visual naming and description naming have
demonstrated differential effects on these naming proc-
esses. The current fMRI results build upon these more
static sources of data, providing a network perspective of
distributed brain regions that mediate these naming proc-
esses. Additionally, results suggest that visual naming and
description naming differences are present in neurologi-
cally intact adults and further imply that these task-
specific differences might be characterized by different
patterns of intra- and interhemispheric activity and by
processing differences within a common neural substrate.
As such, assessment of description naming and visual
naming together would likely yield a more thorough
assessment of naming in the clinical setting, and a richer,
more complex appreciation of naming processes in neuro-
scientific investigations of brain and language.
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